Comfort Congress
Online conference • 2 & 3 September 2021

Book now...
for two days of talks, showcasing the latest work in comfort research, including:
Interior car design • Innovative railway seat design • Economy class air travel experiences
Clothing comfort • Discomfort of face coverings • Discomfort caused by motion, noise and vibration
Home workplace • and lots more

Featuring keynotes:
Phil Burt, Phil Burt Innovation – A new approach to cycling comfort and performance

Bikefitting, research, education, and innovative product design
Phil Burt is an experienced physiotherapist and bike fitter, having spent 12 years as the Head
of Physiotherapy at British Cycling, and 5 years as Consultant Physiotherapist at Team Sky.
After a long career supporting the world’s best at three Olympic Games and seven Tour de
Frances, Burt is now concentrating on using his expertise to help cyclists at all levels to
improve their health, comfort and performance.
Joseph Giacomin, Brunel University London

Automotive Habitat Laboratory: overview of insights
Co-design challenges arising from the driving context and from the workings of human
memory are discussed, as are strategies for properly embedding the human characteristics
involved into the design process
Joseph Giacomin is a professor of Human Centred Design at Brunel University
London. He has produced more than 120 publications including the books
‘Automotive Human Centred Design Methods’ and ‘Thermal - seeing the
world through 21st century eyes’. He is an editor of Ergonomics and
the International Journal Of Vehicle Noise And Vibration.

TICKET PRICES
1 day – £150
2 days – £300

Also featuring...
Virtual tour of the engineering laboratories at NTU,
including the aircraft cabin simulator, environmental chamber
and simulation labs
Workshop on the ‘use of objective techniques
for evaluation comfort.

Book your ticket at
comfort.ergonomics.org.uk
The conference is organised by the Chartered Institute of
Ergonomics & Human Factors, and with the support
of ComfDemo under the European Union Horizon 2020
Clean Sky 2 programme (No 831992)

